ALPS OutdoorZ Introduces Timber Dog Stand

NEW HAVEN, Mo. – ALPS OutdoorZ is expanding its waterfowl dog product line with the introduction of the new Timber Dog Stand. With this new stand, ALPS OutdoorZ now has dog stand solutions for both marsh and flooded timber hunting environments.

The Timber Dog Stand is constructed of a robust aluminum tube frame designed to hold up over many seasons of hard use in the most challenging conditions. To accommodate difficult tree angles, the stand features angled teeth for a no-slip bite, an adjustable lower bar that ensures a level platform to keep your companion comfortable and rested between retrieves, and an adjustable ratchet strap.

Further adding to comfort and cleanliness is a rugged technical mesh platform. The fabric weave permits water to shed easily and simplifies cleanup chores at the end of the day. Finally, for ease of transportation to and from the field, the stand boasts an integrated shoulder carry strap.

Providing your dogs with a secure and comfortable stand is key to their performing at peak physical and mental condition. For hunting ducks in flooded timber, the new Timber Dog Stand will help them stay in top form throughout the hunt.

ALPS OutdoorZ Timber Dog Stand Specifications
- Weight: 7 lbs. 5 oz.
- Platform Dimension: 28L x 18W in.

For more information about this and other innovative waterfowl gear solutions from ALPS OutdoorZ, visit http://www.alpsoutdoorz.com/.

About ALPS Brands:
Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and expanding group of companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven outdoor products. Currently making up the ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS OutdoorZ, Cedar Ridge, Browning Camping and Hunting Blinds. ALPS OutdoorZ—the hunting gear moniker for ALPS Brands—made its mark several years ago by offering packs purposefully designed for remote wilderness hunting. Today, ALPS OutdoorZ products cover everything from day and expedition packs to waterfowl blinds and turkey hunting vests, as well as furniture, gun cases and sleeping bags. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and distributed in the best camping, backpacking and outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information, please visit www.alpsoutdoorz.com.
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